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1. Introduction 

 

The Asio Meeting Time Booking System is a part of the Asio-system family, which can be used 

independently or in connection with other Asio-subsystems, such as the Space Booking System. 

The Meeting Time Booking System has various scopes of application and possibilities. It is suitable for 

the administration of and registration for events such as meetings, camps and hobby events. It may 

also be used for the ticket sales of events. The system can be integrated with the smart access control 

systems of Asio’s partners. 

This document describes a use case, where the Asio Meeting Time Booking System is used for booking 

appointments. 

The scope of application is the possibility provided to students at the University of Turku, where they 

can meet up with instructors (book an appointment).  The structure of requirements/limitations are 

as follows: 

Time of meeting: Definable by the instructor 

Way of meeting: Remote meeting or in-person meeting (definable by the instructor) 

Maximum amount of people: One person (booking) per meeting time  

Price: None 

The students do not log into the system. 

The instructors log into the system by using the UTU-login or ASIO-login. 

This document will go over the functions meant for the instructors. The main administrator of the 

system will perform the groundwork, including tasks such as creating so called new events 

(instructors) to the system. These functions will be further described in a separate document. 

Additionally, this document will present how the system is visible to the students and how a booking 

for an appointment can be made. 
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2. Administrative Functions for the Instructor 
 

Before the instructor can manage their own meeting times, the main administrator of the system has 

created a base for the bookings to meet with the certain instructor by creating a so-called event. The 

main administrator tells also how to sign up to the system. The instructors associate meeting times 

(instances of the events) with the event created by the main administrator in the way that is 

described in this document. 

Here is the initial page layout defined for the instructors. The contents are defined by the main 

administrator (units, key words). 

 

 

This chapter is focused on the Management of Meeting Times-feature. It makes the following of the 

booking situation, sending emails and text messages to the booker, managing of meeting times and 

some additional settings related to bookings possible. 

 

The main administrator of the system has created the basic information of the meeting times, which 

include, among other things, the form used to make a booking. 
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2.1. The Bookings-tab 
 

The Bookings-tab lists all the upcoming meeting times in a chart organized by date and time. 

 

 

The date and time, type of meeting/appointment, name and contact information of the booker and 

the text of a preliminary question are visible. 

There is a mailto-link where the email address is located. It is possible to send email with one’s own 

computer or mobile device’s email application through the link. 

The phone number also shows a link, through which it is possible to send SMS-text messages by using 

Asio’s message server function. 

The instructor may cancel a booking by clicking the red cross-button. In this case, an automatic 

cancellation confirmation message is sent to the booker via email.  
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2.2. The Meeting Times-tab 
 

The Meeting Times-tab showcases all of the meeting times, including those, which do not have a 

booking.  

The view is by default from the ongoing day until the end of the week. It is possible to scroll forward 

or backward with the arrow buttons, or to choose a preferred time interval on the buttons showing 

the dates. 

The green row is an open meeting time, meaning that it is still open for bookings. The white row is a 

meeting time that is not available for bookings anymore, as the booking time has closed. The booked 

times appear in yellow, and it is possible to view the details of the booking by clicking on the name of 

the booker. 

The booking time can be opened and closed from the quick switch on the Status-column. It is not 

necessary to further save the changes. It is possible to change the type of booking between remote 

and in-person in the same manner from this same screen. 

The meeting time can be deleted completely by checking it with a cross and clicking the red delete-

button. 
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The Create individual meeting times -button is used to create individual meeting times using this kind 

of table input. The function is used to input individual meeting times if there are only a few times to 

be added or if the meetings are at random times. If an instructor has weekly recurring meetings etc., 

it’s advisable to familiarize yourself with the function of tab 3. 
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2.3. The Recurring Times -tab 
 

On the Recurring Times-tab, it is possible to input meeting times that repeat weekly within a specific 

calendar time frame. 

 

Example: if on the spring of 2023, there are half-hour remote meeting times on Tuesdays and 

Thursdays at 9:00 AM and 10:00 AM, you could set this as a recurring time as follows: 

 

Exceptions to the recurring times can be controlled from the Meeting Times-tab after saving. 
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The Mass Change -button allows you to add more times to the times-list using fast input with these 
conditions: 
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2.4. The Holidays and Announcements -tab 

An instructor can define holidays and absences or add text to the calendar on the Holidays and 
Announcements -tab.  

 

 

 

Holidays and absences block bookings in a way that the time slots overlapping with them are 
automatically locked (unbookable) on the booking calendar. The announcements, on the other hand, 
are visible on the calendar but do not affect bookings. An example: 
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2.5. The Additional Settings -tab 

The additional settings allow the instructor to set time restrictions to bookings and write captions that 
are visible in the booking confirmation and above the booking form. 

 

 

Weekends can be skipped when choosing a deadline. 
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3. Student Functions 
 

This chapter specifies how students can make, browse and cancel bookings. 

 

3.1. Making a Booking 
 

The portal that is visible to the student looks like this: 

 

Three choices are available: 

- Continuation based on keywords 

- Continuation based on the preferred instructor 

- Choosing the unit first 
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Choose a desired instructor to view their booking calendar. 

 

 

Click on the desired date: 
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Choose the time: 
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Fill in a form and receive a booking confirmation: 
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The booking confirmation is also sent to the booker’s email. Attachments include documents such as 

a so called ics feed containing the event’s date and time, which the booker may download on their 

Outlook and Google calendars. 

 

3.2. My Bookings 
 

The student can browse their bookings and cancel them within the cancellation policy guidelines with 

the My Bookings -function. 

The student is identified with their email address. When first visiting, they are registered to the 

system. 
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